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Logging Hot , Simple, and Clean
D & S Contracting keeps machines running and employees happy

By Jeff Mullins

Don Arndt has a simple logging philosophy — build a team with the best people, buy the best
equipment, and employ methods that move wood in the most efficient way possible.

For 28 years, Don has meticulously evaluated productivity and costs of logging machines and
methods. Today, with a single side and a few men, Don’s D & S Contracting consistently turns
out 20-30 loads daily and averages 20 MMBF of logs annually. Based in Sweet Home, Ore.,
they continue full production despite the current industry downturn.
 



Don Arndt, owner of D & S Contracting, believes the team is
equally as important as the equipment.

Experienced Team Members
 Don says, “People are, without a doubt, our
greatest asset. My job is to develop and lead a
team of highly productive employees who
understand and contribute to the big picture. It is
not enough for someone to just do their own job.
Each operator must be committed to helping
everyone else do his job well.”

 Recognizing productive teamwork results from
years of experience together, D & S provides
pay, benefits, and working conditions to
encourage employees to continue working for

them. On average, Don’s employees have been with the company for 10 years. Processor
operator, Frank Stutzman, signed on with D & S the day he graduated from high school 20
years ago.

Don believes involving employees in planning and decision-making contributes to their
enjoyment and sense of satisfaction when the job is done well. “I give guidance where
needed, but I do not micro-manage,” says Don. “Highest productivity occurs when good people
are given the chance to do a good job without someone looking over their shoulder. Often
times their ideas are better than mine.”

Experienced crew members are also able to give the operation a flexibility that ensures
production if someone has to miss work.

Productivity is everything. And everything in D &
S’s harvesting operations revolves around
making their Pierce 3348 stroke delimber on a
Caterpillar 324D carriage as productive as
possible.

Keeping Productive
 Contributing to employee satisfaction
and productivity is D & S’s practice of
fielding new equipment that ensures
the highest possible productivity. Down
time and corrective maintenance are
essentially eliminated by rotating
machinery every two to three years.

“Productivity depends on each machine performing well day after day,” says Don. “We choose
iron that can keep the wood moving year round with minimal ground disturbance. Reliable,
easy-to-operate equipment provides creature comforts and boosts productivity to make yet
another important contribution to employee satisfaction.”

Melding Men, Machines, and Methods
 For Don Arndt, logging is a balancing act — matching experienced men with the right
machinery and employing the most productive harvesting methods. After years of data
gathering, Don has concluded that carefully planned mechanized skidder “hot-logging” is most
cost-effective and productive for his operation.

Before a single tree is felled, Don walks and studies each unit to develop a harvest plan. Often
with input from his team members, decisions are made about access roads, landing locations,



and methods for felling and yarding techniques. Although plans are flexible, and sometimes
change during implementation, Don’s son and shovel operator, Larson Arndt, says “Pre-
planning makes us more efficient and productive when the equipment is on site and it is time to
get the wood out.”

To determine fair pay rates for truckers hired to
haul logs, D & S operates a 2004 Kenworth log
truck to determine baseline trucking expenses.

D & S works closely with its hired
contract feller, usually C & C Timber.
Seventy-five percent of stems are
felled and grouped by either a Timbco
or Tigercat feller buncher to provide
the most efficient pulling of tree length
turns for processing. Hand felling is
used for oversize (>22”) trees and to
drop trees away from streams or up out
of draws to allow for ease of picking by
a shovel.

Everything in D & S’s harvesting
operations revolves around making
their Pierce 3348 stroke delimber on a
Caterpillar 324D carriage as
productive as possible. Hand felled
trees greater than 10” in diameter or
over 60 feet long have a log removed

to reduce handling and processing time.

Larson Arndt feeds turns to the processor’s side alternating pull distances with the John Deere
748H grapple skidder. This “hot-logging” method ensures peak productivity from the processor
by keeping the landing site un-congested.

Contrary to conventional thinking, D & S asserts that the big 748H skidder with its fuel efficient
engine, dual mode steering, and large capacity grapple is not only more productive than
smaller machines, but it actually creates less ground disturbance. Larson says, “Ground
disturbance occurs when machines are overworked or when too many passes are made. A
bigger skidder gets more wood to the landing in fewer turns without needlessly arching or
spinning wheels.”

Don Arndt says pre-planning is one of the keys to making the
company productive and efficient. Before a single tree is
felled, Don walks the unit to develop a harvest plan.

To increase the utility of their big skidder, D & S
uses rigid wheel tracks that increase the
machine’s footprint by 50 percent. The 6000#
tracks also lower the center of gravity, improving

stability on slopes. A Caterpillar D5H with 28” flotation tracks and JD 648E are also available
for skidding. When possible, a shovel is used to pre-bunch hand felled stems to expedite
skidding.

 Although Don says one good skidder is more productive than three big shovels when the
wood is 800 feet out, sometimes weather or geography prohibit skidding, so they shovel logs.
Don’s choice is the mid-sized (85,000#) Madill 2800C shovel that gives the heavy weight
performance of a larger machine but is more economical and lighter on the ground. A Madill
1800 is also available and 6-year veteran, Dale Zoon, usually loads out trucks with a



Caterpillar 322C.

 “Hot logging means that we keep the wood flowing, keep the processor producing at capacity,
and only deck the merchandized logs to be loaded on trucks,” says Don. “It is a single
synchronized operation that is more productive, but it also requires a level of team work that
would be a challenge for less experienced crews.”

 Central to this method is the concept that individual turns are more easily processed than
picking stems from a deck. As each turn arrives at the landing, Frank Stutzman processes and
sorts them. The skidder keeps a steady flow of logs supplied, and arriving trucks are loaded
from the decks to allow continuous unhindered processing.

 Hiring the Best
 D & S operates a 2004 Kenworth log truck to determine baseline trucking expenses in order to
determine fair pay rates for truckers hired to haul logs. A D7 Caterpillar is used for road
building, and Mike Wilcox uses a JD 2054 to pile brush after harvests are complete.

 Beyond the challenges of increasing fuel, insurance, and equipment costs, Don Arndt is
concerned about the lack of investment in human capital in the logging industry. He says, “We
need to do a better job of attracting, training, and retaining quality people in the industry. We
cannot afford to only attract mediocre employees who do mediocre work.” D & S is doing its
part in raising the bar, as evidenced by its production statistics and ability to retain quality
employees.


